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JCT Revenue Estimating Overview

 The JCT staff provides estimates relative to baseline receipts 
projected for future years under present law, not relative to 
receipts in years prior to the enactment of the proposal.

 The JCT staff incorporates many types of behavioral 
responses in revenue estimates.

 The JCT staff generally assumes a fixed GNP when preparing 
conventional revenue estimates.

 The JCT staff began developing a capacity to model the 
macroeconomic (growth) impacts of tax policy proposals in 
1996.  Macroeconomic analysis has been provided to the 
Congress since 2003.
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JCT Revenue Estimating Staff (2017)

 19 PhD economists specialize in the budget analysis of tax legislation, with 
10 years average experience on staff in this work.

 These economists work with staff tax attorneys, other PhD economists, and 
accountants.

 JCT uses an interdisciplinary approach:
 Every JCT revenue estimate is a joint product of the insights of the economic, 

legal, and accounting professions;

 This approach ensures that estimates accurately reflect proposed legislation 
and realistically include taxpayer behavioral responses.

 The JCT revenue estimating staff provided approximately 2,200 revenue 
responses to requests in 2016.
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Revenue Estimate Request Process

 Any member of Congress may request a revenue estimate of proposals to modify 
the Internal Revenue Code by sending a written request to the Chief of Staff of the 
JCT.

 See Appendix.

 All requests are treated as confidential and are discussed only with the member’s 
office.

 Official responses are confidential and are sent only to the requesting office.

 Members often ask for help in crafting their proposal so that statutory language 
reflects the policy intent of the proposed legislation.
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What is a JCT Revenue Estimate?

 A JCT revenue estimate compares predicted Federal revenues under the 
proposal with predicted revenues under present law.  The revenue estimate 
equals:
 Predicted future revenues under proposed new law (proposal revenues).
 Less predicted future revenues under present law (baseline revenues). 

 A year by year estimate is provided over the 10-year “budget window.”

 The distinction between current revenues and baseline revenues is important. 

 JCT estimates are comparisons with predictions of future revenues under present law, 
not current revenue levels.

 The receipts under a new proposal in a future year may be higher than at present, but still 
lower than the forecasted present law receipts in that year.

 JCT would estimate such a proposal as losing revenue (less revenue than the 
baseline).
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Example:  Simultaneous Revenue “Losses”
and Higher Federal Receipts

 JCT estimated that the “Jobs and Growth Tax Relief and Reconciliation Act” of 2003 would “lose” 
revenue.
 These losses were relative to baseline projections of growing receipts.

 Projections of revenue losses were both consistent with, and a good prediction of, increases in actual 
government receipts relative to prior years.
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		TABLE B–1.—Gross domestic product, 1959–2005

		[Billions of dollars, except as noted; quarterly data at seasonally adjusted annual rates]

		Year or quarter		Gross domestic product		Personal consumption expenditures								Gross private domestic investment

						Total		Durable goods		Nondurable goods		Services		Total		Fixed investment										Change in private inventories

																Total		Nonresidential						Residential

																		Total		Structures		Equipment and software

		1959		506.6		317.6		42.7		148.5		126.5		78.5		74.6		46.5		18.1		28.4		28.1		3.9

		1960		526.4		331.7		43.3		152.8		135.6		78.9		75.7		49.4		19.6		29.8		26.3		3.2

		1961		544.7		342.1		41.8		156.6		143.8		78.2		75.2		48.8		19.7		29.1		26.4		3.0

		1962		585.6		363.3		46.9		162.8		153.6		88.1		82.0		53.1		20.8		32.3		29.0		6.1

		1963		617.7		382.7		51.6		168.2		162.9		93.8		88.1		56.0		21.2		34.8		32.1		5.6

		1964		663.6		411.4		56.7		178.6		176.1		102.1		97.2		63.0		23.7		39.2		34.3		4.8

		1965		719.1		443.8		63.3		191.5		189.0		118.2		109.0		74.8		28.3		46.5		34.2		9.2

		1966		787.8		480.9		68.3		208.7		203.8		131.3		117.7		85.4		31.3		54.0		32.3		13.6

		1967		832.6		507.8		70.4		217.1		220.3		128.6		118.7		86.4		31.5		54.9		32.4		9.9

		1968		910.0		558.0		80.8		235.7		241.6		141.2		132.1		93.4		33.6		59.9		38.7		9.1

		1969		984.6		605.2		85.9		253.1		266.1		156.4		147.3		104.7		37.7		67.0		42.6		9.2

		1970		1,038.5		648.5		85.0		272.0		291.5		152.4		150.4		109.0		40.3		68.7		41.4		2.0

		1971		1,127.1		701.9		96.9		285.5		319.5		178.2		169.9		114.1		42.7		71.5		55.8		8.3

		1972		1,238.3		770.6		110.4		308.0		352.2		207.6		198.5		128.8		47.2		81.7		69.7		9.1

		1973		1,382.7		852.4		123.5		343.1		385.8		244.5		228.6		153.3		55.0		98.3		75.3		15.9

		1974		1,500.0		933.4		122.3		384.5		426.6		249.4		235.4		169.5		61.2		108.2		66.0		14.0

		1975		1,638.3		1,034.4		133.5		420.7		480.2		230.2		236.5		173.7		61.4		112.4		62.7		-6.3

		1976		1,825.3		1,151.9		158.9		458.3		534.7		292.0		274.8		192.4		65.9		126.4		82.5		17.1

		1977		2,030.9		1,278.6		181.2		497.1		600.2		361.3		339.0		228.7		74.6		154.1		110.3		22.3

		1978		2,294.7		1,428.5		201.7		550.2		676.6		438.0		412.2		280.6		93.6		187.0		131.6		25.8

		1979		2,563.3		1,592.2		214.4		624.5		753.3		492.9		474.9		333.9		117.7		216.2		141.0		18.0

		1980		2,789.5		1,757.1		214.2		696.1		846.9		479.3		485.6		362.4		136.2		226.2		123.2		-6.3

		1981		3,128.4		1,941.1		231.3		758.9		950.8		572.4		542.6		420.0		167.3		252.7		122.6		29.8

		1982		3,255.0		2,077.3		240.2		787.6		1,049.4		517.2		532.1		426.5		177.6		248.9		105.7		-14.9

		1983		3,536.7		2,290.6		280.8		831.2		1,178.6		564.3		570.1		417.2		154.3		262.9		152.9		-5.8

		1984		3,933.2		2,503.3		326.5		884.6		1,292.2		735.6		670.2		489.6		177.4		312.2		180.6		65.4

		1985		4,220.3		2,720.3		363.5		928.7		1,428.1		736.2		714.4		526.2		194.5		331.7		188.2		21.8

		1986		4,462.8		2,899.7		403.0		958.4		1,538.3		746.5		739.9		519.8		176.5		343.3		220.1		6.6

		1987		4,739.5		3,100.2		421.7		1,015.3		1,663.3		785.0		757.8		524.1		174.2		349.9		233.7		27.1

		1988		5,103.8		3,353.6		453.6		1,083.5		1,816.5		821.6		803.1		563.8		182.8		381.0		239.3		18.5

		1989		5,484.4		3,598.5		471.8		1,166.7		1,960.0		874.9		847.3		607.7		193.7		414.0		239.5		27.7

		1990		5,803.1		3,839.9		474.2		1,249.9		2,115.9		861.0		846.4		622.4		202.9		419.5		224.0		14.5

		1991		5,995.9		3,986.1		453.9		1,284.8		2,247.4		802.9		803.3		598.2		183.6		414.6		205.1		-0.4

		1992		6,337.7		4,235.3		483.6		1,330.5		2,421.2		864.8		848.5		612.1		172.6		439.6		236.3		16.3

		1993		6,657.4		4,477.9		526.7		1,379.4		2,571.8		953.4		932.5		666.6		177.2		489.4		266.0		20.8

		1994		7,072.2		4,743.3		582.2		1,437.2		2,723.9		1,097.1		1,033.3		731.4		186.8		544.6		301.9		63.8

		1995		7,397.7		4,975.8		611.6		1,485.1		2,879.1		1,144.0		1,112.9		810.0		207.3		602.8		302.8		31.1

		1996		7,816.9		5,256.8		652.6		1,555.5		3,048.7		1,240.3		1,209.5		875.4		224.6		650.8		334.1		30.8

		1997		8,304.3		5,547.4		692.7		1,619.0		3,235.8		1,389.8		1,317.8		968.7		250.3		718.3		349.1		72.0

		1998		8,747.0		5,879.5		750.2		1,683.6		3,445.7		1,509.1		1,438.4		1,052.6		275.2		777.3		385.8		70.8

		1999		9,268.4		6,282.5		817.6		1,804.8		3,660.0		1,625.7		1,558.8		1,133.9		282.2		851.7		424.9		66.9

		2000		9,817.0		6,739.4		863.3		1,947.2		3,928.8		1,735.5		1,679.0		1,232.1		313.2		918.9		446.9		56.5

		2001		10,128.0		7,055.0		883.7		2,017.1		4,154.3		1,614.3		1,646.1		1,176.8		322.6		854.2		469.3		-31.7

		2002		10,469.6		7,350.7		923.9		2,079.6		4,347.2		1,582.1		1,570.2		1,066.3		279.2		787.1		503.9		11.9

		2003		10,971.2		7,709.9		950.1		2,189.0		4,570.8		1,670.4		1,654.9		1,082.4		276.9		805.6		572.5		15.4

		2004		11,734.3		8,214.3		987.8		2,368.3		4,858.2		1,928.1		1,872.6		1,198.8		298.4		900.4		673.8		55.4

		2005 p		12,479.4		8,745.9		1,025.7		2,564.3		5,155.9		2,099.5		2,084.3		1,328.3		334.5		993.8		756.0		15.2

		2002: I		10,333.3		7,230.3		915.2		2,044.9		4,270.2		1,564.1		1,572.4		1,085.2		292.2		793.0		487.2		-8.3

		II		10,426.6		7,323.0		918.9		2,078.9		4,325.2		1,571.4		1,568.8		1,067.8		280.9		787.0		501.0		2.6

		III		10,527.4		7,396.6		940.1		2,085.1		4,371.4		1,592.9		1,566.8		1,061.4		272.1		789.3		505.4		26.0

		IV		10,591.1		7,453.1		921.5		2,109.7		4,421.8		1,600.1		1,572.8		1,050.7		271.7		779.0		522.1		27.3

		2003: I		10,717.0		7,555.2		919.7		2,156.0		4,479.5		1,610.0		1,588.2		1,048.2		268.4		779.8		540.0		21.8

		II		10,844.6		7,635.3		942.2		2,153.1		4,540.0		1,619.3		1,619.7		1,066.8		277.1		789.7		552.9		-0.4

		III		11,087.4		7,782.4		974.7		2,213.5		4,594.2		1,694.2		1,683.7		1,098.8		279.0		819.8		584.9		10.6

		IV		11,236.0		7,866.6		963.6		2,233.6		4,669.5		1,757.9		1,728.2		1,116.0		283.0		833.0		612.2		29.8

		2004: I		11,457.1		8,032.3		974.2		2,302.7		4,755.4		1,818.2		1,772.7		1,140.7		285.3		855.3		632.0		45.5

		II		11,666.1		8,145.6		974.6		2,355.2		4,815.9		1,928.5		1,856.6		1,182.7		296.3		886.5		673.9		71.9

		III		11,818.8		8,263.2		993.8		2,378.4		4,891.0		1,961.2		1,908.7		1,219.0		302.1		916.9		689.7		52.5

		IV		11,995.2		8,416.1		1,008.6		2,437.1		4,970.4		2,004.5		1,952.6		1,252.9		309.8		943.1		699.7		51.9

		2005: I		12,198.8		8,535.8		1,017.3		2,476.6		5,041.8		2,058.5		1,998.7		1,280.1		315.9		964.3		718.5		59.9

		II		12,378.0		8,677.0		1,035.5		2,533.7		5,107.8		2,054.4		2,058.5		1,313.5		325.6		987.9		745.0		-4.2

		III		12,605.7		8,844.0		1,050.9		2,604.9		5,188.3		2,099.5		2,119.2		1,348.9		340.2		1,008.7		770.3		-19.7

		IV p		12,735.3		8,926.9		999.0		2,642.0		5,285.9		2,185.7		2,160.9		1,370.6		356.3		1,014.3		790.3		24.8

		See next page for continuation of table.





Real GDp

		TABLE B–2.—Real gross domestic product, 1959–2005

		[Billions of chained (2000) dollars, except as noted; quarterly data at seasonally adjusted annual rates]

		Year or quarter		Gross domestic product		Personal consumption expenditures								Gross private domestic investment

						Total		Durable goods		Nondurable goods		Services		Total		Fixed investment										Change in private inventories

																Total		Nonresidential						Residential

																		Total		Structures		Equipment and software

		1959		2,441.3		1,554.6		......		......		......		266.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1960		2,501.8		1,597.4		......		......		......		266.6		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1961		2,560.0		1,630.3		......		......		......		264.9		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1962		2,715.2		1,711.1		......		......		......		298.4		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1963		2,834.0		1,781.6		......		......		......		318.5		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1964		2,998.6		1,888.4		......		......		......		344.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1965		3,191.1		2,007.7		......		......		......		393.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1966		3,399.1		2,121.8		......		......		......		427.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1967		3,484.6		2,185.0		......		......		......		408.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1968		3,652.7		2,310.5		......		......		......		431.9		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1969		3,765.4		2,396.4		......		......		......		457.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1970		3,771.9		2,451.9		......		......		......		427.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1971		3,898.6		2,545.5		......		......		......		475.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1972		4,105.0		2,701.3		......		......		......		532.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1973		4,341.5		2,833.8		......		......		......		594.4		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1974		4,319.6		2,812.3		......		......		......		550.6		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1975		4,311.2		2,876.9		......		......		......		453.1		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1976		4,540.9		3,035.5		......		......		......		544.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1977		4,750.5		3,164.1		......		......		......		627.0		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1978		5,015.0		3,303.1		......		......		......		702.6		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1979		5,173.4		3,383.4		......		......		......		725.0		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1980		5,161.7		3,374.1		......		......		......		645.3		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1981		5,291.7		3,422.2		......		......		......		704.9		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1982		5,189.3		3,470.3		......		......		......		606.0		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1983		5,423.8		3,668.6		......		......		......		662.5		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1984		5,813.6		3,863.3		......		......		......		857.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1985		6,053.7		4,064.0		......		......		......		849.7		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1986		6,263.6		4,228.9		......		......		......		843.9		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1987		6,475.1		4,369.8		......		......		......		870.0		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1988		6,742.7		4,546.9		......		......		......		890.5		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1989		6,981.4		4,675.0		......		......		......		926.2		......		......		......		......		......		......

		1990		7,112.5		4,770.3		453.5		1,484.0		2,851.7		895.1		886.6		595.1		275.2		355.0		298.9		15.4

		1991		7,100.5		4,778.4		427.9		1,480.5		2,900.0		822.2		829.1		563.2		244.6		345.9		270.2		-0.5

		1992		7,336.6		4,934.8		453.0		1,510.1		3,000.8		889.0		878.3		581.3		229.9		371.1		307.6		16.5

		1993		7,532.7		5,099.8		488.4		1,550.4		3,085.7		968.3		953.5		631.9		228.3		417.4		332.7		20.6

		1994		7,835.5		5,290.7		529.4		1,603.9		3,176.6		1,099.6		1,042.3		689.9		232.3		467.2		364.8		63.6

		1995		8,031.7		5,433.5		552.6		1,638.6		3,259.9		1,134.0		1,109.6		762.5		247.1		523.1		353.1		29.9

		1996		8,328.9		5,619.4		595.9		1,680.4		3,356.0		1,234.3		1,209.2		833.6		261.1		578.7		381.3		28.7

		1997		8,703.5		5,831.8		646.9		1,725.3		3,468.0		1,387.7		1,320.6		934.2		280.1		658.3		388.6		71.2

		1998		9,066.9		6,125.8		720.3		1,794.4		3,615.0		1,524.1		1,455.0		1,037.8		294.5		745.6		418.3		72.6

		1999		9,470.3		6,438.6		804.6		1,876.6		3,758.0		1,642.6		1,576.3		1,133.3		293.2		840.2		443.6		68.9

		2000		9,817.0		6,739.4		863.3		1,947.2		3,928.8		1,735.5		1,679.0		1,232.1		313.2		918.9		446.9		56.5

		2001		9,890.7		6,910.4		900.7		1,986.7		4,023.2		1,598.4		1,629.4		1,180.5		306.1		874.2		448.5		-31.7

		2002		10,048.8		7,099.3		964.8		2,037.1		4,100.4		1,557.1		1,544.6		1,071.5		253.8		820.2		469.9		12.5

		2003		10,320.6		7,306.6		1,028.5		2,101.8		4,183.9		1,617.4		1,600.0		1,085.0		243.1		846.8		509.4		15.5

		2004		10,755.7		7,588.6		1,089.9		2,200.4		4,310.9		1,809.8		1,755.1		1,186.7		248.4		947.6		561.8		52.0

		2005 p		11,131.1		7,858.1		1,137.7		2,298.0		4,438.0		1,915.6		1,896.1		1,287.6		253.1		1,049.8		602.1		17.2

		2002: I		9,977.3		7,042.2		948.4		2,026.8		4,069.4		1,541.7		1,551.5		1,090.3		270.3		820.9		459.0		-10.2

		II		10,031.6		7,083.5		956.9		2,033.4		4,095.7		1,549.0		1,545.9		1,073.3		256.4		819.0		469.5		2.6

		III		10,090.7		7,123.2		983.4		2,035.0		4,109.0		1,570.9		1,543.2		1,068.0		245.8		825.7		471.8		28.0

		IV		10,095.8		7,148.2		970.4		2,053.1		4,127.4		1,567.0		1,537.8		1,054.5		242.5		815.4		479.3		29.5

		2003: I		10,138.6		7,192.2		979.1		2,069.5		4,146.5		1,565.3		1,540.9		1,051.6		237.3		818.7		484.8		24.0

		II		10,230.4		7,256.8		1,014.0		2,079.1		4,169.7		1,575.8		1,573.7		1,072.9		244.8		832.0		496.0		-0.4

		III		10,410.9		7,360.7		1,061.0		2,121.2		4,190.2		1,640.6		1,629.0		1,101.8		244.7		862.4		521.2		9.3

		IV		10,502.6		7,416.4		1,060.0		2,137.3		4,229.4		1,687.9		1,656.3		1,113.7		245.5		874.0		535.7		29.0

		2004: I		10,612.5		7,501.4		1,071.6		2,171.9		4,269.0		1,729.1		1,684.4		1,135.1		243.4		899.1		542.4		41.9

		II		10,704.1		7,536.6		1,072.5		2,186.1		4,288.6		1,813.0		1,744.5		1,171.6		248.5		931.4		565.1		65.6

		III		10,808.9		7,617.5		1,100.4		2,206.9		4,324.0		1,833.4		1,780.2		1,204.8		249.4		965.6		568.8		50.4

		IV		10,897.1		7,698.8		1,115.1		2,236.5		4,362.1		1,863.9		1,811.3		1,235.1		252.3		994.2		571.0		50.1

		2005: I		10,999.3		7,764.9		1,122.3		2,265.6		4,392.0		1,902.9		1,842.2		1,252.2		251.0		1,014.2		584.1		58.2

		II		11,089.2		7,829.5		1,143.9		2,285.9		4,417.6		1,885.0		1,884.7		1,279.0		252.7		1,040.9		599.3		-1.7

		III		11,202.3		7,907.9		1,169.7		2,305.8		4,453.5		1,909.4		1,921.5		1,305.2		254.1		1,067.5		610.0		-13.3

		IV p		11,233.5		7,930.2		1,114.7		2,334.7		4,489.1		1,965.1		1,935.9		1,314.2		254.5		1,076.8		615.2		25.7

		See next page for continuation of table.
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Cap Gains

		Year		Total Realized Capital Gains		Taxes Paid on Capital Gains		Average Effective Tax Rate		Realized Gains as a Percent of GDP		Maximum tax Rate on Lon-Term Gains

		1954		7,157		1,010		14.1		1.88		25

		1955		9,881		1,465		14.8		2.38		25

		1956		9,683		1,402		14.5		2.21		25

		1957		8,110		1,115		13.7		1.76		25

		1958		9,440		1,309		13.9		2.02		25

		1959		13,137		1,920		14.6		2.59		25

		1960		11,747		1,687		14.4		2.23		25

		1961		16,001		2,481		15.5		2.93		25

		1962		13,451		1,954		14.5		2.29		25

		1963		14,579		2,143		14.7		2.36		25

		1964		17,431		2,482		14.2		2.62		25

		1965		21,484		3,003		14		2.98		25

		1966		21,348		2,905		13.6		2.7		25

		1967		27,535		4,112		14.9		3.3		25

		1968		35,607		5,943		16.7		3.91		26.9

		1969		31,439		5,275		16.8		3.19		27.5

		1970		20,848		3,161		15.2		2.01		32.21

		1971		28,341		4,350		15.3		2.51		34.25

		1972		35,869		5,708		15.9		2.89		36.5

		1973		35,757		5,366		15		2.58		36.5

		1974		30,217		4,253		14.1		2.01		36.5

		1975		30,903		4,534		14.7		1.89		36.5

		1976		39,492		6,621		16.8		2.17		39.875

		1977		45,338		8,232		18.2		2.23		39.875

		1978		50,526		9,104		18		2.2		39.875

		1979		73,443		11,753		16		2.86		28

		1980		74,132		12,459		16.8		2.65		28

		1981		80,938		12,852		15.9		2.58		28.00/20.00

		1982		90,153		12,900		14.3		2.77		20

		1983		122,773		18,700		15.2		3.47		20

		1984		140,500		21,453		15.3		3.57		20

		1985		171,985		26,460		15.4		4.08		20

		1986		327,725		52,914		16.1		7.36		20

		1987		148,449		33,714		22.7		3.13		28

		1988		162,592		38,866		23.9		3.18		28

		1989		154,040		35,258		22.9		2.81		28

		1990		123,783		27,829		22.5		2.13		28

		1991		111,592		24,903		22.3		1.86		28.93

		1992		126,692		28,983		22.9		2		28.93

		1993		152,259		36,112		23.7		2.29		29.19

		1994		152,727		36,243		23.7		2.17		29.19

		1995		180,130		44,254		24.6		2.43		29.19

		1996		260,696		66,396		25.5		3.34		29.19

		1997		364,829		79,305		21.7		4.39		29.19/21.19

		1998		455,223		89,069		19.6		5.18		21.19

		1999		552,608		111,821		20.2		5.96		21.19		1999

		2000		644,285		127,297		19.8		6.56		21.19		2000

		2001		349,441		65,668		18.8		3.45		21.17		2001

		2002		268,615		49,122		18.3		2.57		21.16		2002

		2003		323,306		45,108 1		14		2.95		21.16/16.05		2003		294000				-0.062

		2004		476,000										2004		322300				-0.928

														2005		350500				-0.1335

														2006		379800				-1.335

														2007		409200				-3.042

														2008		439600

														2009		470200

														2010		502100

														2011		529200

														2012		556900

														2013		586700





Federal receipts

		TABLE B–78.—Federal receipts, outlays, surplus or deficit, and debt, fiscal years, 1940–2007

		[Billions of dollars; fiscal years]

		Fiscal year or period		Total						On-budget						Off-budget						Federal debt (end of period)				Addendum: Gross domestic product				CBO Jan 03 Receipts forecast		CBO Jan 03 Forecast Plus JCT JGTRRA estimate		JCT JGTRRA Estimate		JCT WFTRA Estimate

				Receipts		Outlays		Surplus or deficit (-)		Receipts		Outlays		Surplus or deficit (-)		Receipts		Outlays		Surplus or deficit (-)		Gross Federal		Held by the public

		1940		6.5		9.5		-2.9		6.0		9.5		-3.5		0.6		0.0		0.6		50.7		42.8		96.8

		1941		8.7		13.7		-4.9		8.0		13.6		-5.6		0.7		0.0		0.7		57.5		48.2		114.1

		1942		14.6		35.1		-20.5		13.7		35.1		-21.3		0.9		0.1		0.8		79.2		67.8		144.3

		1943		24.0		78.6		-54.6		22.9		78.5		-55.6		1.1		0.1		1.0		142.6		127.8		180.3

		1944		43.7		91.3		-47.6		42.5		91.2		-48.7		1.3		0.1		1.2		204.1		184.8		209.2

		1945		45.2		92.7		-47.6		43.8		92.6		-48.7		1.3		0.1		1.2		260.1		235.2		221.4

		1946		39.3		55.2		-15.9		38.1		55.0		-17.0		1.2		0.2		1.0		271.0		241.9		222.7

		1947		38.5		34.5		4.0		37.1		34.2		2.9		1.5		0.3		1.2		257.1		224.3		233.2

		1948		41.6		29.8		11.8		39.9		29.4		10.5		1.6		0.4		1.2		252.0		216.3		256.0

		1949		39.4		38.8		0.6		37.7		38.4		-0.7		1.7		0.4		1.3		252.6		214.3		271.1

		1950		39.4		42.6		-3.1		37.3		42.0		-4.7		2.1		0.5		1.6		256.9		219.0		273.0

		1951		51.6		45.5		6.1		48.5		44.2		4.3		3.1		1.3		1.8		255.3		214.3		320.6

		1952		66.2		67.7		-1.5		62.6		66.0		-3.4		3.6		1.7		1.9		259.1		214.8		348.6

		1953		69.6		76.1		-6.5		65.5		73.8		-8.3		4.1		2.3		1.8		266.0		218.4		372.9

		1954		69.7		70.9		-1.2		65.1		67.9		-2.8		4.6		2.9		1.7		270.8		224.5		377.3

		1955		65.5		68.4		-3.0		60.4		64.5		-4.1		5.1		4.0		1.1		274.4		226.6		394.6

		1956		74.6		70.6		3.9		68.2		65.7		2.5		6.4		5.0		1.5		272.7		222.2		427.2

		1957		80.0		76.6		3.4		73.2		70.6		2.6		6.8		6.0		0.8		272.3		219.3		450.3

		1958		79.6		82.4		-2.8		71.6		74.9		-3.3		8.0		7.5		0.5		279.7		226.3		460.5

		1959		79.2		92.1		-12.8		71.0		83.1		-12.1		8.3		9.0		-0.7		287.5		234.7		491.5

		1960		92.5		92.2		0.3		81.9		81.3		0.5		10.6		10.9		-0.2		290.5		236.8		517.9

		1961		94.4		97.7		-3.3		82.3		86.0		-3.8		12.1		11.7		0.4		292.6		238.4		530.8

		1962		99.7		106.8		-7.1		87.4		93.3		-5.9		12.3		13.5		-1.3		302.9		248.0		567.6

		1963		106.6		111.3		-4.8		92.4		96.4		-4.0		14.2		15.0		-0.8		310.3		254.0		598.7

		1964		112.6		118.5		-5.9		96.2		102.8		-6.5		16.4		15.7		0.6		316.1		256.8		640.4

		1965		116.8		118.2		-1.4		100.1		101.7		-1.6		16.7		16.5		0.2		322.3		260.8		687.1

		1966		130.8		134.5		-3.7		111.7		114.8		-3.1		19.1		19.7		-0.6		328.5		263.7		752.9

		1967		148.8		157.5		-8.6		124.4		137.0		-12.6		24.4		20.4		4.0		340.4		266.6		811.8

		1968		153.0		178.1		-25.2		128.1		155.8		-27.7		24.9		22.3		2.6		368.7		289.5		866.6

		1969		186.9		183.6		3.2		157.9		158.4		-0.5		29.0		25.2		3.7		365.8		278.1		948.6

		1970		192.8		195.6		-2.8		159.3		168.0		-8.7		33.5		27.6		5.9		380.9		283.2		1,012.2

		1971		187.1		210.2		-23.0		151.3		177.3		-26.1		35.8		32.8		3.0		408.2		303.0		1,079.9

		1972		207.3		230.7		-23.4		167.4		193.5		-26.1		39.9		37.2		2.7		435.9		322.4		1,178.3

		1973		230.8		245.7		-14.9		184.7		200.0		-15.2		46.1		45.7		0.3		466.3		340.9		1,307.6

		1974		263.2		269.4		-6.1		209.3		216.5		-7.2		53.9		52.9		1.1		483.9		343.7		1,439.3

		1975		279.1		332.3		-53.2		216.6		270.8		-54.1		62.5		61.6		0.9		541.9		394.7		1,560.7

		1976		298.1		371.8		-73.7		231.7		301.1		-69.4		66.4		70.7		-4.3		629.0		477.4		1,736.5

		Transition quarter		81.2		96.0		-14.7		63.2		77.3		-14.1		18.0		18.7		-0.7		643.6		495.5		456.7

		1977		355.6		409.2		-53.7		278.7		328.7		-49.9		76.8		80.5		-3.7		706.4		549.1		1,974.3

		1978		399.6		458.7		-59.2		314.2		369.6		-55.4		85.4		89.2		-3.8		776.6		607.1		2,217.0

		1979		463.3		504.0		-40.7		365.3		404.9		-39.6		98.0		99.1		-1.1		829.5		640.3		2,500.7

																																																		CBO Forecast		CBO plus JCT JGTRRA Estimate		Federal Receipts Actual

		1980		517.1		590.9		-73.8		403.9		477.0		-73.1		113.2		113.9		-0.7		909.0		711.9		2,726.7		2,789.5				0.0								0.1853737229		0.5404227289		956.8435454383						0.0		0.0		517.1

		1981		599.3		678.2		-79.0		469.1		543.0		-73.9		130.2		135.3		-5.1		994.8		789.4		3,054.7		3,128.4				0.0								0.1915675745		0.5911899768		1013.7181338704						0.0		0.0		599.3

		1982		617.8		745.7		-128.0		474.3		594.9		-120.6		143.5		150.9		-7.4		1,137.3		924.6		3,227.6		3,255.0				0.0								0.1898003072		0.6272522306		984.930734255						0.0		0.0		617.8

		1983		600.6		808.4		-207.8		453.2		660.9		-207.7		147.3		147.4		-0.1		1,371.7		1,137.3		3,440.7		3,536.7				0.0								0.1698193231		0.6520705041		921.0660446179						0.0		0.0		600.6

		1984		666.5		851.9		-185.4		500.4		685.7		-185.3		166.1		166.2		-0.1		1,564.6		1,307.0		3,840.2		3,933.2				0.0								0.1694548968		0.6765515343		985.1429878979						0.0		0.0		666.5

		1985		734.1		946.4		-212.3		547.9		769.4		-221.5		186.2		176.9		9.2		1,817.4		1,507.3		4,141.5		4,220.3				0.0								0.1739449802		0.6971438955		1053.0107267256						0.0		0.0		734.1

		1986		769.2		990.4		-221.2		569.0		806.9		-237.9		200.2		183.5		16.7		2,120.5		1,740.6		4,412.4		4,462.8				0.0								0.1723581608		0.7124976052		1079.5825759613						0.0		0.0		769.2

		1987		854.4		1,004.1		-149.7		641.0		809.3		-168.4		213.4		194.8		18.6		2,346.0		1,889.8		4,647.1		4,739.5				0.0								0.1802721806		0.7319578076		1167.2803966663						0.0		0.0		854.4

		1988		909.3		1,064.5		-155.2		667.8		860.1		-192.3		241.5		204.4		37.1		2,601.1		2,051.6		5,008.6		5,103.8				0.0								0.17816137		0.756937132		1201.2886692269						0.0		0.0		909.3

		1989		991.2		1,143.8		-152.6		727.5		932.9		-205.4		263.7		210.9		52.8		2,867.8		2,190.7		5,400.5		5,484.4				0.0								0.1807308001		0.7855730942		1261.754007731						0.0		0.0		991.2

		1990		1,032.1		1,253.1		-221.0		750.4		1,028.1		-277.6		281.7		225.1		56.6		3,206.3		2,411.6		5,735.4		5,803.1				0.0								0.1778532164		0.8159015817		1264.9810015337						0.0		0.0		1,032.1

		1991		1,055.1		1,324.3		-269.2		761.2		1,082.6		-321.4		293.9		241.7		52.2		3,598.2		2,689.0		5,935.1		5,995.9				0.0								0.1759702463		0.8444334906		1249.4767341016						0.0		0.0		1,055.1

		1992		1,091.3		1,381.6		-290.3		788.9		1,129.3		-340.4		302.4		252.3		50.1		4,001.8		2,999.7		6,239.9		6,337.7				0.0								0.1721918046		0.8638470136		1263.3023936128						0.0		0.0		1,091.3

		1993		1,154.5		1,409.5		-255.1		842.5		1,142.9		-300.4		311.9		266.6		45.3		4,351.0		3,248.4		6,575.5		6,657.4				0.0								0.1734160483		0.8837999655		1306.2910670833						0.0		0.0		1,154.5

		1994		1,258.7		1,461.9		-203.2		923.7		1,182.5		-258.8		335.0		279.4		55.7		4,643.3		3,433.1		6,961.3		7,072.2				0.0								0.177978564		0.9025843916		1394.5510378666						0.0		0.0		1,258.7

		1995		1,351.9		1,515.9		-164.0		1,000.9		1,227.2		-226.4		351.1		288.7		62.4		4,920.6		3,604.4		7,325.8		7,397.7				0.0								0.1827459886		0.9210627887		1467.7609567839						0.0		0.0		1,351.9

		1996		1,453.2		1,560.6		-107.4		1,085.7		1,259.7		-174.0		367.5		300.9		66.6		5,181.5		3,734.1		7,694.1		7,816.9				0.0								0.1859048984		0.9385272965		1548.383307961						0.0		0.0		1,453.2

		1997		1,579.4		1,601.3		-21.9		1,187.4		1,290.7		-103.2		392.0		310.6		81.4		5,369.2		3,772.3		8,182.4		8,304.3				0.0								0.1901906241		0.9541333946		1655.3240971545						0.0		0.0		1,579.4

		1998		1,722.0		1,652.7		69.3		1,306.2		1,336.1		-29.9		415.8		316.6		99.2		5,478.2		3,721.1		8,627.9		8,747.0				0.0								0.1968674974		0.9647178198		1784.9779124271						0.0		0.0		1,722.0

		1999		1,827.6		1,702.0		125.6		1,383.2		1,381.3		1.9		444.5		320.8		123.7		5,605.5		3,632.4		9,125.3		9,268.4				0.0								0.1971861378		0.9786807176		1867.4118812308						0.0		0.0		1,827.6

		2000		2,025.5		1,789.2		236.2		1,544.9		1,458.5		86.4		480.6		330.8		149.8		5,628.7		3,409.8		9,709.8		9,817.0				0.0								0.2063257614		1		2025.5						0.0		0.0		2,025.5

		2001		1,991.4		1,863.2		128.2		1,483.9		1,516.4		-32.4		507.5		346.8		160.7		5,769.9		3,319.6		10,057.9		10,128.0				0.0								0.1966232227		1.0239922351		1944.7413092417						0.0		0.0		1,991.4

		2002		1,853		2,011.2		-157.8		1,338.1		1,655.5		-317.4		515.3		355.7		159.7		6,198.4		3,540.4		10,377.4		10,469.6				0.0								0.1770268205		1.0418756468		1778.9071139299						0.0		0.0		1,853.4

		2003		1,783		2,160.1		-377.6		1,258.7		1,797.1		-538.4		523.8		363.0		160.8		6,760.0		3,913.4		10,805.5		10,971.2		1921.526		1,860.7		-60.8		78.2		0.043885554		0.1624708327		1.0630389706		1676.7964762287						1,921.5		1,860.7		1,782.5

		2004		1,880		2,293.0		-412.7		1,345.5		1,913.5		-568.0		534.7		379.5		155.2		7,354.7		4,295.5		11,546.0		11,734.3		2054.360		1,905.7		-148.68		25.4		0.0134978461		0.1602396393		1.0909843153		1723.4894889341						2,054.4		1,905.7		1,880.3

		2005		2,154		2,472.2		-318.3		1,576.4		2,070.0		-493.6		577.5		402.2		175.3		7,905.3		4,592.2		12,290.4		12,479.4		2225.115		2,142.9		-82.216		-11.0		-0.0051074795		0.1725964389		1.1211290888		1921.1882213889						2,225.1		2,142.9		2,153.9

		2006		2,407.3		2,708.7		-423.2		1,675.5		2,277.7		-602.1		610.0		431.0		179.0		8,611.5		5,018.9		13,030.2				2370.073		2,349.4		-20.651																2,370.1		2,349.4		2,407.3

		2007 (estimates)		2,415.9		2,770.1		-354.2		1,773.5		2,317.0		-543.4		642.3		453.1		189.2		9,295.4		5,391.5		13,760.9								-312.347

		Note.—Through fiscal year 1976, the fiscal year was on a July 1-June 30 basis; beginning October 1976 (fiscal year 1977), the fiscal year is on an October 1-September 30 basis. The transition quarter is the 3-month period from July 1, 1976 through Septemb																												JCT-CBO 3yr estimate		5,909				5764.578						1921.526				1

		See Budget of the United States Government, Fiscal Year 2007, for additional information.																												Actual 3yr  receipts		5,817				5,817						1921.526

		Sources: Department of Commerce (Bureau of Economic Analysis), Department of the Treasury, and Office of Management and Budget.																												Overestimate		93				-52						1921.526

																																0.0159205391										5764.578

								5560.2		257														1.0691294315

																								1.0831183434





Federal receipts

		



Federal Receipts Actual

CBO January 03 Forecast

CBO Plus JCT JGTRRA Estimate

Fiscal Year Federal Receipts Current Dollars



Rev-GDP %

		TABLE B–79.—Federal receipts, outlays, surplus or deficit, and debt, as percent of gross domestic product, fiscal years 1934–2007

		[Percent; fiscal years]

		Fiscal year or period		Receipts		Outlays				Surplus or deficit (-)		Federal debt (end of period)

						Total		National defense				Gross Federal		Held by public

		1934		4.8		10.7		......		-5.9		......		......

		1935		5.2		9.2		......		-4.0		......		......

		1936		5.0		10.5		......		-5.5		......		......

		1937		6.1		8.6		......		-2.5		......		......

		1938		7.6		7.7		......		-0.1		......		......

		1939		7.1		10.3		......		-3.2		54.2		46.6

		1940		6.8		9.8		1.7		-3.0		52.4		44.2

		1941		7.6		12.0		5.6		-4.3		50.4		42.3

		1942		10.1		24.3		17.8		-14.2		54.9		47.0

		1943		13.3		43.6		37.0		-30.3		79.1		70.9

		1944		20.9		43.6		37.8		-22.7		97.6		88.3

		1945		20.4		41.9		37.5		-21.5		117.5		106.2

		1946		17.6		24.8		19.2		-7.2		121.7		108.6

		1947		16.5		14.8		5.5		1.7		110.3		96.2

		1948		16.2		11.6		3.6		4.6		98.4		84.5

		1949		14.5		14.3		4.9		0.2		93.2		79.1

		1950		14.4		15.6		5.0		-1.1		94.1		80.2

		1951		16.1		14.2		7.4		1.9		79.6		66.9

		1952		19.0		19.4		13.2		-0.4		74.3		61.6

		1953		18.7		20.4		14.2		-1.7		71.3		58.6

		1954		18.5		18.8		13.1		-0.3		71.8		59.5

		1955		16.6		17.3		10.8		-0.8		69.5		57.4

		1956		17.5		16.5		10.0		0.9		63.8		52.0

		1957		17.8		17.0		10.1		0.8		60.5		48.7

		1958		17.3		17.9		10.2		-0.6		60.7		49.2

		1959		16.1		18.7		10.0		-2.6		58.5		47.8

		1960		17.9		17.8		9.3		0.1		56.1		45.7

		1961		17.8		18.4		9.3		-0.6		55.1		44.9

		1962		17.6		18.8		9.2		-1.3		53.4		43.7

		1963		17.8		18.6		8.9		-0.8		51.8		42.4

		1964		17.6		18.5		8.6		-0.9		49.4		40.1

		1965		17.0		17.2		7.4		-0.2		46.9		38.0

		1966		17.4		17.9		7.7		-0.5		43.6		35.0

		1967		18.3		19.4		8.8		-1.1		41.9		32.8

		1968		17.7		20.6		9.5		-2.9		42.5		33.4

		1969		19.7		19.4		8.7		0.3		38.6		29.3

		1970		19.0		19.3		8.1		-0.3		37.6		28.0

		1971		17.3		19.5		7.3		-2.1		37.8		28.1

		1972		17.6		19.6		6.7		-2.0		37.0		27.4

		1973		17.7		18.8		5.9		-1.1		35.7		26.1

		1974		18.3		18.7		5.5		-0.4		33.6		23.9

		1975		17.9		21.3		5.5		-3.4		34.7		25.3

		1976		17.2		21.4		5.2		-4.2		36.2		27.5

		Transition quarter		17.8		21.0		4.9		-3.2		35.2		27.1

		1977		18.0		20.7		4.9		-2.7		35.8		27.8

		1978		18.0		20.7		4.7		-2.7		35.0		27.4

		1979		18.5		20.2		4.7		-1.6		33.2		25.6

		1980		19.0		21.7		4.9		-2.7		33.3		26.1

		1981		19.6		22.2		5.2		-2.6		32.6		25.8

		1982		19.1		23.1		5.7		-4.0		35.2		28.6

		1983		17.5		23.5		6.1		-6.0		39.9		33.1

		1984		17.4		22.2		5.9		-4.8		40.7		34.0

		1985		17.7		22.9		6.1		-5.1		43.9		36.4

		1986		17.4		22.4		6.2		-5.0		48.1		39.4

		1987		18.4		21.6		6.1		-3.2		50.5		40.7

		1988		18.2		21.3		5.8		-3.1		51.9		41.0

		1989		18.4		21.2		5.6		-2.8		53.1		40.6

		1990		18.0		21.8		5.2		-3.9		55.9		42.0

		1991		17.8		22.3		4.6		-4.5		60.6		45.3

		1992		17.5		22.1		4.8		-4.7		64.1		48.1

		1993		17.6		21.4		4.4		-3.9		66.2		49.4

		1994		18.1		21.0		4.0		-2.9		66.7		49.3

		1995		18.5		20.7		3.7		-2.2		67.2		49.2

		1996		18.9		20.3		3.5		-1.4		67.3		48.5

		1997		19.3		19.6		3.3		-0.3		65.6		46.1

		1998		20.0		19.2		3.1		0.8		63.5		43.1

		1999		20.0		18.7		3.0		1.4		61.4		39.8

		2000		20.9		18.4		3.0		2.4		58.0		35.1

		2001		19.8		18.5		3.0		1.3		57.4		33.0

		2002		17.9		19.4		3.4		-1.5		59.7		34.1

		2003		16.5		20.0		3.7		-3.5		62.6		36.2

		2004		16.3		19.9		3.9		-3.6		63.7		37.2

		2005		17.5		20.1		4.0		-2.6		64.3		37.4

		2006 (estimates)		17.5		20.8		4.1		-3.2		66.1		38.5

		2007 (estimates)		17.6		20.1		3.8		-2.6		67.5		39.2

		Note.—See Note, Table B–78.

		Sources: Department of the Treasury and Office of Management and Budget.







JCT Tax Models

 JCT tax models simulate future taxpayer behavior under the present law 
baseline and under the proposal.

 JCT uses many different models:
 An individual tax model to forecast revenues from the individual income tax and from 

employment taxes;
 A corporate model for the corporate income tax;
 A foreign model for cross-border business income;
 An estate and gift model for changes to estate and gift taxes;
 Many different excise tax models;
 And many smaller tax, credit, or exclusion specific models.

 Each model incorporates relevant taxpayer behavior, such as:
 Changes in the timing of transactions and income recognition; 
 Changes between business sectors and among legal entities;
 Changes in the types and timing of consumption and investment; 
 Tax planning and tax avoidance (or evasion) strategies.
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Example:  Individual Tax Model
9

 JCT’s Individual Tax Model is a representation of all 178 million U.S. tax 
filing units (actual and potential).
 All categories of taxpayers;

 For each of the 10 years in the budget window;

 Taking into account projected economic, demographic and social trends.

 The statistics of Income (“SOI”) Division of the IRS provides the JCT with 
data from a sample of individual income tax returns and their associated 
supplementary forms.
 Each return in the stratified sample is assigned a “weight,” which indicates how 

many taxpayer units that return is assumed to represent.

 The weights are generated to ensure that weighted totals for a large number of 
demographic, income, deduction, and other items match the totals for the entire 
universe of taxpayers.



Example:  Individual Tax Model (cont’d)
10

 The Individual Tax Model uses a detailed representative sample of more 
than 332,000 actual income tax returns filed by U.S. taxpayers.
 Uses Medical Expenditure Panel Survey and other data to impute information 

not reported on tax returns.

 Uses information returns (W2s, 1099-INTs, etc.) to impute information about tax 
filing units that did not file tax returns in the sample year.

 JCT staff extrapolate the data by adjusting the weights and income items to 
match CBO’s 10-year economic forecast.



Calibration of the Individual Tax Model

 Each year the Congressional Budget Office produces a budget baseline 
that includes a forecast of present law tax receipts for the 10-year 
budget period.

 JCT economists extrapolate – or grow and re-weight ─ the  basic year 
data to conform to the economic assumptions in the CBO forecast.
 For example, if the base year data were drawn from a peak in the business 

cycle, a larger share of taxpayers had wages and capital gains than during a 
recessionary year.

 In extrapolating sample year data to match a weaker economy, weights on 
returns with wages and gains might be reduced, while weights on returns with 
unemployment insurance or capital losses would be increased.

 JCT economists use a non-linear programming (constrained optimization) 
algorithm to adjust weights such that a number of economic targets are hit 
simultaneously for each year from 2017 through 2027.

11



Individual Tax Model Tax Calculator

 The core of the Individual Tax Model is a tax calculator that simulates 
taxpayers filling out tax returns – in some ways like commercial tax 
preparation software.

 The calculator incorporates all aspects of the present-law individual tax code 
(i.e., rates, deductions, credits, alternative minimum tax, phaseouts).

 To estimate a proposal, the calculator is run once assuming a base law 
(usually present law), and once after the proposed change has been 
incorporated.
 If the proposal would change the optimum filing choice for a taxpayer, such as 

choosing between the standard deduction and itemizing, the calculator takes that 
into account.

 Some additional behavioral responses are built into the calculator, while others 
are incorporated later.

 The difference between the two simulations is the foundation for the revenue 
estimate.

12



Taxpayer Behavior in JCT Tax Models

 Every JCT revenue estimate is a “dynamic” estimate; estimates reflect 
many types of predicted taxpayer reactions to a new law.

 Predicting behavioral responses requires original research as well as 
JCT economists’ knowledge of the relevant economics literature.

 Consistent with economic theory, JCT tax models assume that taxpayers 
will largely behave rationally, while taking into account other behaviors 
as indicated by data and recent research.

 JCT attorneys and accountants help the economists to better understand 
the law and taxpayer planning or avoidance strategies.

13



Behavior in Conventional Revenue Estimates

 Based on information from economics and legal research and from 
original research, a revenue estimate reflects a range of behavioral 
responses, such as:
 Changes in the time of transactions and income recognition.

 Realization of capital gains in response to changes in gains tax rates.

 Issuance of corporate dividends in response to changes in dividend tax rates.

 Acceleration of bonuses in anticipation of an individual income tax increase.

 Changes among business sectors or the legal form of doing business.
 Organizing as a partnership in response to rising corporate rates or falling 

individual rates.

 Shifts in investment from more heavily taxed sectors to more lightly taxed 
sectors.
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Behavior in Conventional Revenue Estimates (cont.)

 Changes in types of portfolio investments.
 Shifts from bonds to stocks in response to dividend or capital gains changes.

 Shifts from taxable to tax-favored savings investments.

 Changes in the amount, types, and timing of consumption.
 Reduced consumption of items that experience an excise tax increase.

 Increased consumption of goods that are tax-favored, such as employer-
sponsored health insurance and mortgage indebtedness.

 Tax planning and tax avoidance strategies.
 Use of foreign tax credits and income allocation rules.

 Reliance on performance-based compensation in response to corporate deduction 
limitations.

 Structuring of compensation to obtain capital gains rather than income taxed at 
ordinary rates.
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Conventional Analysis − Example 1

 Estimating the Revenue Effect of a Tobacco Excise Tax Increase
 JCT starts with the CBO tobacco excise tax baseline.

 JCT expands that data to encompass the detail required to estimate the proposal.

 JCT economists research price elasticities of cigarette consumption in the range 
contemplated by the new tax increase.

 JCT economists modify the excise tax model to reflect empirical evidence regarding 
how smokers will respond to these higher prices:
 Some potential smokers will never start;

 Some smokers will decide to quit;

 Some smokers will reduce the amount they smoke.

 Results: JCT estimated that the changes made in 2009 to raise the tobacco excise 
tax by $0.61/pack would result in 1.5 billion fewer packs of cigarettes sold 
annually.
 The revenue estimate reflected this smaller tax base.

Reference:  JCX-101-07
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Conventional Analysis − Example 2

 Estimating the revenue effect of the high premium excise tax 
on employer sponsored health insurance above certain 
thresholds.
 Employer paid health insurance is currently nontaxable.

 JCT uses data from a variety of sources to statistically impute insurance coverage and 
premium values to each taxpayer.

 Total amounts of insurance coverage are calibrated to match the CBO health baseline.

 The high premium excise tax thresholds are higher for people with high-
risk jobs or in firms with a relative large number of older workers or 
women.  JCT imputes higher thresholds to individuals based on 
information about industry and age distribution.
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Conventional Analysis − Example 2 (cont’d)

 Using elasticities (behavioral responses) from economics 
literature, JCT predicts the effects of the excise tax on:
 changes in levels of coverage in employer plans (in coordination with 

the Congressional Budget Office);

 changes in prices of health insurance plans; and

 changes in the mix of employee compensation between health 
insurance and cash wages.

 Results:  Revenue estimate reflects projected changes in income 
and payroll tax receipts that result from changes in 
compensation taking account of reduced coverage and 
premiums in response to the excise tax, as well as excise tax 
receipts.

18



Accounting for Proposal Interactions

 Many tax bills make multiple changes to the tax code that interact with each other, 
such as
 Simultaneously changing tax rates and adding or eliminating deductions or 

 Adding a category of activity that is eligible for an expiring tax credit while extending 
the credit.

 A revenue table with separate estimates for each provision in such a bill accounts 
for interactions either by
 Adding a separate line for interaction effects or

 Incorporating the interaction effect between two provisions into the estimate of one of the 
provisions.
 Incorporating the interaction effects into the estimate of one of the provisions is referred to as 

“stacking” the interacted provision after the non-interacted provision.

 For example, for a bill that reduces tax rates and changes deductions, the estimate of the tax rate 
change may be “stacked first” (without the interaction effect) while the deduction estimates 
(“stacked after the rate change”) would incorporate the interaction effect by being estimated 
assuming the rate change.
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Limits of the Conventional Estimate

 A conventional JCT estimate incorporates behavioral responses in 
projecting tax revenues, but generally assumes that these tax and 
behavioral changes do not change the size of the US economy, as 
measured by the Gross National Product (“GNP”).

 The fixed GNP Constraint results in the following types of assumptions.

 Total labor supply, employment and investment do not change, so that

 a wage credit in certain industries will result in a shift of employment into 
the favored industry, but the overall size of the labor force stays the same; 

 a tax credit for certain types or investment of production will result in shifts 
in investment to the tax favored activity, but the overall level of investment 
stays the same.
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Macroeconomic Analysis,
2003 - 2014

 From 2003 - 2014, the JCT staff was required by House Rule 
XIII(3)(h)(2) to provide a macroeconomic impact analysis of all tax 
legislation reported by the Ways and Means Committee.

 For most tax bills, the expected effects are so small that a brief statement is 
all that is required.

 Legislation that involves large policy changes requires more detailed analysis.

 Forecasted macroeconomic impacts are sensitive to assumptions about 
taxpayer responsiveness, fiscal and monetary policy, and general modeling 
frameworks.

 The JCT staff generally provided a range of estimates in these macroeconomic 
analyses to account for different assumptions regarding taxpayer 
responsiveness and modeling frameworks.

 Some of these analyses can be found at http://www.jct.gov/publications.html
under “Macroeconomics.”
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Macroeconomic Analysis,
2015 - Present

 In 2015, the House adopted a new “dynamic scoring” rule, XIII(8)(b), which was 
eventually incorporated into a joint Concurrent [House-Senate] Budget Resolution 
for the 114th Congress.

 The House has affirmed the application of this rule for the 115th Congress.

 The new rule requires a point (single) estimate within the budget window of the 
deficit effect due to the macroeconomic response to certain proposed legislation.

 The requirement applies to bills with gross budget effects >0.25% of GDP 
(about $49 billion in 2017) in any year.

 It also requires qualitative analysis for 20 years after the budget window.

 Two of the estimates produced by JCT staff pursuant to this new rule can also be 
found at http://ww.jct.gov/publications.html under “Macroeconomic;” several 
others were produced in collaboration with the Congressional Budget Office and 
issued as CBO documents.
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Macroeconomic Equilibrium Growth Model (MEG)

 In the MEG model, prices adjust so that demand equals supply in the long run, but not necessarily in 
the short run.

 MEG models household consumption according to life-cycle consumption patterns.

 Labor supply responses to changes in after-tax wages (elasticities) are separately modeled for four 
different groups:

 High-income primary earners;
 High-income secondary earners;
 Low-income primary earners; and
 Low-income secondary earners.

 Household saving and consumption respond to the after-tax return to saving and after-tax income.  
We refer to this response as the marginal propensity to consume (“MPC”).

 Business production and housing production are modeled separately.  Business investment responds 
to changes in the user cost of capital (the after-tax return on investment).

 MEG is an open economy model; cross border capital flows and changes in net exports affect 
domestic economy outcomes.

 Individuals are myopic.  They do not anticipate changes in the economy or government policy.
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Overlapping Generations Model (OLG)

 Unlike the MEG model, the OLG model assumes that prices adjust to any changes in 
economic conditions (such as a change in fiscal policy) so that supply equals demand in 
both the short and long run.

 Economic decisions are modeled separately for each of 55 adult-age cohorts.

 OLG model has separate production sectors for business and housing.

 Key parameters (as in MEG) include:

 Responsiveness of labor supply to changes in the after-tax wage rate;
 Responsiveness of saving and consumption to the after-tax return to saving and after-tax income;
 Responsiveness of investment to the user cost of capital.

 OLG is a perfect foresight model.

 Responsiveness of individuals to expected future changes in after-tax rates of return are important.
 The model cannot allow the Federal government debt to grow faster than GDP for an indeterminate 

period.
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Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium Model 
(DSGE)

 In the DSGE model, similar to in the MEG model, sticky prices and adjustment costs cause 
output to be sensitive to demand.

 Unlike the MEG and OLG models, the DSGE model accounts for uncertainty - agents face 
uncertainty about future states of the economy, which can affect their decision-making.

 As in the OLG model, the DSGE model cannot allow the Federal government debt to grow 
faster than GDP for an indeterminate period.
 Varying anticipation of the length of this adjustment period can provide insight into the effects of this 

assumption.

 Varying the length of anticipated fiscal adjustments also allows analysis of announcement effects for 
policies.

 Economic decisions are modeled separately for savers and non-savers.
 Non-savers do not own capital, have no access to credit markets, and have lower incomes.

 Non-savers may respond differently from savers to tax policy changes.

 Key behavioral parameters similar to those in the MEG and OLG models.

 The DSGE model is currently a closed economy that does not model international capital 
flows.
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JCT Macroeconomic Analysis −Example

 The “Tax Relief, Unemployment Insurance Reauthorization, and Job Creation Act of 
2010,” extended tax cuts from 2001 and 2003 for the years 2011 and 2012.

 The JCT staff estimated that the bill would increase real GDP between 0.6 and 1.7 percent 
during 2011-2012 relative to present law, primarily because of extra demand that would be 
generated by the tax cuts.

 By the end of the 10-year budget period, these effects are estimated to reverse, with GDP 
decreasing by 0.2 to 0.5 percent relative to present law during 2016-2020, as increased 
borrowing by the Federal government crowds out some private investment.

 Correspondingly, the JCT staff estimated that there could be a 0.2 to 0.3 percent increase in 
receipts due to the increase in GDP in 2011-12, and a 0.3 to 0.6 percent decrease in receipts 
due to the decrease in GDP during 2016-2020.

Reference:  JCX-48-11
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Further References on the JCT Estimating Models
and Process

JCX-89-16:  The Income and Payroll Tax Offset to Changes in Payroll Tax 
Revenues
JCX-75-15: Estimating Changes in the Federal Individual Income Tax:  
Description of the Individual Tax Model
JCX-76-12:  Modeling the Federal Revenue Effects of Changes in Estate and 
Gift Taxation
JCX-60-12: The Federal Revenue Effects of Tax-Exempt and Direct-Pay Tax 
Credit Bond Provisions
JCX-56-12:  New Evidence on the Tax Elasticity of Capital Gains: A Joint 
Working Paper of the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation and The 
Congressional Budget Office
JCX-59-11:  The Income and Payroll Tax Offset to Changes in Excise Tax 
Revenues
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Further References on the JCT Estimating Models
and Process

JCX-48-11:  Testimony of the Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation before 
the House Committee on Ways and Means Regarding Economic Modeling
JCX-46-11: Summary of Economic Models and Estimating Practices of the Staff 
of the Joint Committee on Taxation
JCX-101-07:  Modeling The Federal Revenue Effects of Proposed Changes in 
Cigarette Excise Taxes
JCX-17-07:  Estimating The Revenue Effects of the Administration’s Fiscal Year 
2008 Proposal Providing a Standard Deduction for Health Insurance: Modeling 
and Assumptions
JCX-53-06:  Macroeconomic Analysis of a Proposal to Broaden the Individual 
Income Tax Base and Lower Individual Income Tax Rates
JCX-19-06:  Exploring Issues in the Development of Macroeconomic Models for 
Use in Tax Policy Analysis
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Procedures for Congressional Members

Procedures for Congressional Members requesting revenue estimates from the Joint 
Committee on Taxation are as follows:

1.  Address request to:

Thomas A. Barthold, Chief of Staff
Joint Committee on Taxation
502 Ford House Office Building
Washington, DC  20515

2.  Request must be submitted on Member’s letterhead and signed by the member.

3.  Reference the subject and provide any supporting bills or documentation relating to the proposal 
for which the request is being submitted.  A proposal need not have been introduced as a bill but 
must include sufficient detail for a revenue estimate to be prepared.  Questions concerning 
whether proposals are sufficiently detailed should be directed to the Joint Committee’s main 
office at Extension 5-3621.

4. List the name and contact information of the person in the Member’s Office handling the request.

Requests may also be sent via interoffice mail, hand carried directly to Room 502 of the Ford House Office Building, or faxed to
5-0832 (please follow-up with “hard-copy” originals).
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